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Abstract: Recommender systems provide useful recommendations to a collection of users for items or products that might be
of concern or interest to them. Its design depends on the data characteristics and the domain for which it will be applicable.
The applications where recommender systems are used range from electronic products, books, movies, websites to even news
articles and so on. The recommendations deal with predicting user’s ratings that are yet to be consumed by users, based on
the items already rated by them and recommend the top N items with the highest predicted ratings. Many algorithms try to
improve the accuracy in predicting the top N items thereby improving the recommendation quality. This paper presents an
overview of recommender systems and explores the various approaches to recommender systems.
Keywords: Big Information Retrieval, Content Based Recommender, Collaborative Filtering, Cosine Similarity, Implicit
Feedback, Item-Item Collaborative Filtering.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, everyone has access to the internet, which means there is high potential for products to be sold online. This is
where businesses take the advantage of selling their products through e-commerce sites. These sites need a business tool to let
them efficiently market their products. This tool is nothing but the recommender systems. The motive of the system is not
merely to increase the sales but to provide the customer with a wide view of products in the market and analyze the customer
preferences for better recommendations. There are many e-commerce sites like Amazon, eBay, Netflix, last. fm which uses the
inbuilt recommender system. E-commerce sites recommend products based on best sellers of a site, the demographic of the
customer, past buying preferences of the customer.
Recommender Systems are a type of information filtering systems that try to predict the ratings that a user would give to an
item and recommends the items that match the user’s interests. Recommender systems are applied in a variet y of applications
like recommending electronic products, books, movies, music, restaurants, vacation trips and so on.
Recommender systems work as personalized or non-personalized systems. Non-personalized recommender systems
recommend products to users based on other user opinions on the products. The recommendations are not personal to the user,
so each individual gets the same recommendation. A personalized system evaluates the user’s interests and recommends items
based on them. The recommendation approaches can be broadly classified into two categories:
• Content-based filtering
• Collaborative filtering
Content-based Filtering: This approach recommends items that match with the attributes of the user or are similar in
contents of the items the user has liked in the past.
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Collaboration Filtering: This approach recommends items based on tastes and preferences of similar people/similar items.

Amazon.com uses an algorithm based on item-based collaborative filtering to make their recommendations [1].
Recommendation systems are evolving such that it tries to improve its accuracy in recommending items that exactly
match the user’s needs. The huge amount of information on the Internet and the increase in web users are some of the key
challenges in recommender systems. These recommender systems are improving in the algorithms they use to produce accurate
recommendations while handling the huge number of products and participants in the system.
II. ARCHITECTURE OF A RECOMMENDER SYSTEM
There are three steps to making a recommendation system (Fig. 1):
STEP 1: This step deals with learning the user’s interest. The user profile of the customer is built on implicit/explicit feedback.
Implicit feedback is captured from the user’s browsing behaviour, clicks, buying items and dwell time and so on. Explicit
feedback is got from explicit ratings, votes, likes/dislikes. In content based filtering the items are modelled as a vector of
attributes or keyword tags and the user preferences are built on those attributes.
STEP 2: Once the ratings are collected and formed as a user rating matrix, the prediction of the value of the Unrated items are
done by information filtering techniques such as content based filtering or collaborative filtering or even a hybrid approach.
STEP 3: Recommendation ranking takes the estimated rating value of the items, ranks them given a threshold and recommends
the items to the active user.
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building profiles
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based
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Fig. 1 A simple architecture of a recommender system

III. APPROACHES TO A RECOMMENDER SYSTEM
There are three main approaches to a recommender system.


Content Based Recommenders



Collaborative Filtering Recommenders



Hybrid Approach
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A. Content Based Recommenders
Content Based Filtering refers to algorithms that try to recommend items that are similar to those a user liked in the past. The
key is to model the items to relevant attributes and model the user preferences by these attributes. Much research in this area has
focused on recommending items with textual content such as web-pages, books, and movies. It compares the content of the item
with the content that interests the user. The content of each item is represented as a set of terms, basically the words that occur in
a document. The user profile is also represented by the same terms and dynamically changed based on the content of items which
have been seen by the user. Similarity measures are then used to match the user profile with the item profile and matched items
are recommended to the customer.
An example of content based system (fig. 2)‘The Krakatoa chronicle’ [6], which was the first web newspaper, a highly
interactive and a personalized newspaper on the World Wide Web. It creates columns of news collected from several news sites
dynamically. Each article is converted to term vectors by TF-IDF (Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency) weighting.
User profiles are also maintained same as news articles vectors. Based on the feedback from the user, the weight of the user
vector is adjusted. This system uses both explicit feedback as well implicit feedbacks from the user.

Fig. 2 Krakatoa Chronicle - An example of content based recommender [6]

Relevance feedback [11] is a useful feature of information retrieval systems, where the feedback from the initial results of the
query is used to improve the subsequent results. Explicit feedback is where the users have to manually assign explicit ratings,
votes, likes etc. Implicit feedback is inferred from user behavior, such as time spent on viewing an item, clicks on an item,
scrolling and so on.
Newsweeder [2] a netnews-filtering system recommends news articles to the user based on the user profile learned from the
ratings of news articles by the user. It uses the learning method: TF-IDF weighting, where documents in each rating category are
modeled into TF-IDF word vectors. Once the item profile and user profile is created, the profiles are matched using cosine
similarity. Profiles which have measured close to 1 are considered to be very similar and items with measures close to 0 are
considered as dissimilar items.
1) TF-IDF (Term frequency-Inverse Document Frequency): The TF-IDF is an information retrieval technique to obtain the
importance of a word in a related document.
TF-IDF = tf × idf
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Where, tf (term frequency) represents the frequency of a term within the document. The larger the frequency the greater the

TF-IDF weight and idf (inverse document frequency) represents how rare is the term in the collection of documents.
2) Cosine Similarity: A measure [3] to compute the similarity between two vectors, and measures the cosine of the angle
between them. The equation for cosine similarity is given below:

Where, A and B are two vectors which represents two items in the m dimensional space. The numerator represents the dot
product between the two vectors and the denominator is a product of their Euclidean distance [10]. The cosine of the angle
between the vectors that represent two items is their similarity. The smaller the angle, the closer are the two vectors.
Other sophisticated methods such as Bayesian classifier, nearest neighbor, neural networks [4] called as model based
approaches are also used to estimate the probability of a document being liked. Web pages are represented as their feature vectors
and given as input to the classifier, which labels these pages with the relevant classes and later matches it to the interests of the
users. This system defines a software agent called syskill & webert that learns from the user feedback and tries to recommend
other pages. In this system, experiments were conducted using different classification algorithms and accuracy was noted.
Bayesian classifier seemed to perform well than the other algorithms.
Some drawbacks of content based filtering is the overspecialization, where items recommended strictly match to the user
profile which narrows down the interests of the user. Another is the New User problem, where items cannot be recommended to
new users who do not have a profile set. So, accurate recommendations cannot be given to new users.
B. Case Based Recommender
It is a form of content based recommender [7]. It is best suited for product recommendation domains where each product is
described in terms of a well deﬁned set of features (e.g., price, colour, brand, etc.). Case-based reasoning system uses a database
of past experiences used in solving problems as its problem-solving expertise. Each case consists of a specification part which
defines the problem and a solution part, giving a solution to the problem. Whenever a new problem emerges, the cases from the
database are analyzed and the specification which is similar to the current problem is retrieved along with its solution to solve the
new problem. Fig. 3 shows a simple form of the case based recommendation system. Based on the target user’s query, using the
similarity knowledge, matching products are retrieved from the case base, ranked and given as a recommendation to the user.
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Similarity
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User query with
features of the
product: price –
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Products
recommended
with matching
similarity

Fig. 3 Case based recommendation system [7]
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C. Collaborative Filtering
In general, Collaborative Filtering (CF) is an information filtering process using techniques involving collaboration among
multiple agents, data sources, etc. Applications of collaborative filtering involve very large data sets. These techniques have been
applied to many different kinds of data including: sensing and monitoring data, such as in mineral exploration [13],
environmental sensing over large areas, financial data integrating many financial sources, electronic commerce and web
applications where the focus is on user data. In recommender system, collaborative filtering is a method of making automatic
predictions about the interests of a user by collecting preferences or taste information from many users (collaborating).
Collaborative filtering methods are based on collecting and analyzing a large amount of information on users’ behaviors and
preferences and predicting what users will like based on their similarity to other users. It works by collecting user feedback in the
form of ratings for items in a given domain and exploiting similarities in rating behavior among several users in determining how
to recommend an item.
The collaborative filtering process is shown in fig. 4. The user ratings on items are represented as a ratings matrix. Each
rating is within a numerical scale, say 1-5. The CF algorithm uses this rating matrix as the input and performs prediction for the
unrated items. Once predictions are done, the items are ranked and recommended to the user.

Fig. 4 Collaborative Filtering Process [3]

There are two types of collaborative filtering:
1.

User-User Collaborative Filtering

2.

Item-Item Collaborative Filtering

1) User-User Collaborative Filtering: This approach is also called as Neighborhood based approach. In this approach, a
subset of users is selected based on their similarity to the active user. The selected user ratings are obtained, using which a
prediction for the active user is made by calculating a weighted average of these ratings. These types of techniques use the
similarity measures to find similarity between users and predict the ratings of the unseen items based on the similarity and
recommend these items ranked from highest priority to lowest priority. Some of the similarity measures used is cosine similarity,
Pearson correlation measure and so on. Figure 5 shows an approach to User Based CF using KNN algorithm.
User based algorithms are efficient as they provide recommendations that tries to match items related to the user. But these
algorithms suffer from certain drawbacks. The number of users and items in major e-commerce website are very large. Most of
the users however, rate only a small portion of the total items available. Even very popular items are rated by only a few of the
total number of users. This means that the user-item matrix is very sparse because of which it is possible that the similarity
between two users cannot be defined thus making the algorithm incapable of giving accurate recommendations. This is one of the
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drawbacks called the data sparsity problem which is common in collaborative filtering. Another problem is scalability, where
finding optimal clusters of users over large datasets is impractical. Most user-based recommenders use various forms of greedy
cluster generation algorithms such as Lazy learner k-nearest neighbours [9]. These cluster generation algorithms require a lot of
computations that grow linearly with the numbers of users and cannot be precomputed because users and items are changing over
time in the database. So user-based algorithm does not scale well and are not suited for large databases of users and items.
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Fig. 5 A general approach to User-based KNN Collaborative filtering

2) Item-Item Collaborative Filtering: The scalability problem is well overcome by this approach. Item-Item collaborative
filtering, looks into the set of items the active user has rated & computes how similar they are to the target item. From these
results, the k most similar items are selected. A weighted average on the target user’s ratings on the most similar items is done to
make the prediction. Similarity between the items is computed using adjusted cosine similarity [3], correlation based similarity
and other measures. One famous recommender system that uses item centric collaborative filtering is the one inbuilt in Amazon
shopping website. Amazon.com uses recommendation algorithms to personalize its Web site for each customer’s interests. It has
customized its browsing page to concentrate on customers who return for more purchases. Figure 6 shows one of the
recommendations used in Amazon.com. It builds a product-to-product matrix and computes the similarity between each pair [1].
Then finally it matches with the user data and recommends the items.

Fig. 6 Amazon.com recommendation [12]

Slope one is a family of item based collaborative filtering algorithms introduced in a research paper by Daniel Lemire and
Anna Maclachlan in the year 2005. The slope one predictors are of the f (x) = x+b. It finds the average difference between the
ratings of one item and another for users who rated both. These algorithms are efficient and easy to implement. They also support
both online queries and dynamic updates, making them good candidates for real-world systems [8]. One of the drawbacks of
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slope one algorithm is that sometimes the prediction of certain items would be biased towards largely rated items. To overcome
this, the weighted slope one algorithm was defined. The prediction of item j by user u of the weighted slope one is given below:

Where devij represents the average deviation of item i with respect to target item j, Cij represents the number of users who rated
both item i and item j, Ui is the target user’s rating of item i. Its accuracy was measured by conducting experiments taking other
CF based measures like Bias from Mean, adjusted cosine similarity, Pearson correlation. MAE (Mean Average Error) was used as
the evaluation metric to obtain the accuracy of the algorithm. It was found that the basic SLOPE ONE scheme had a higher
accuracy than bias from mean. However, Weighted slope one showed a relative accuracy of 1.98 vs. 1.94 with Pearson
correlation and a better accuracy of 1.98 vs. 2.09 to adjust the cosine similarity on EachMovie dataset [8].
One problem with the item-item CF algorithm is the early rater problem. Collaborative filtering systems are mostly unable to
provide recommendations for new items since there are no user ratings for these new items on which to base a prediction. Even if
these items start receiving ratings, it will take some time before the item has enough ratings in order to use them to make accurate
recommendations. Likewise, recommendations will also be inaccurate for new users who have rated few items.
D. Hybrid Approaches
Combination of collaborative filtering and content-based filtering as hybrid approach is becoming a way of information
filtering. The hybrid approach suggests that using both methods it is possible to overcome each other’s shortcoming and make the
recommendation process better. Fab [5] a recommendation system combines both content and collaborative technique. It enables
users to sift through the huge amount of information in the World Wide Web. It uses a framework involving separate agents to
handle the individual user profile as well as the collective topic profile. The collaborative approach shares the high rated user
profiles with other users and the content based approach tracks the user’s interest to match web pages. Relevance feedback is used
to modify the user profile as well as the topic profile. This system was able to overcome the two scaling problems, which is the
increase in the number of users and the documents to be matched. Experimental results using Fab-hybrid system achieved high
accuracy.
IV. CONCLUSION
Recommendation systems have significantly grown by using various techniques to boom the industrial growth. They are
powerful tools for marketing of products by e-commerce sites to increase their sales. This paper presents a survey on the various
techniques and how each of it has its own benefits and limitations. The content based recommenders are suitable for
recommending products with descriptions. New item problem in collaborative filtering is overcome by content based filtering.
Collaborative filtering provides good recommendations by considering the preferences of other users. User based CF algorithm
are not as scalable as Item based CF algorithm. Hybrid approaches combine content based features and collaborative features to
overcome the drawbacks of each other. This paper also discussed how various applications like Amazon.com uses the
recommendation techniques. Performance evaluation of collaborative filtering methods was also discussed which used MAE as
the accuracy metric. Thus it can be seen how recommender systems are evolving in its techniques to try to improve its accuracy
to provide useful and meaningful recommendations to the user.
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